
Created on Friday 29 January, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Paint by Numbers

Vintage Violin
da: Wizardi

Modello: KITART-R020

The kit contains stretched canvas on the wooden
panel with numbered segments, acrylic paint, set
of brishes, control sheet and instruction in 9
languages. Colours 24
Size: 40 cm x 50 cm.

The particular attention to detail and the easiness
of this painting technique ensure brilliant results to
anyone! 
Painting by numbers is an exciting new hobby,
which makes you become an artist without any
experience. You just need to take the paint and
find the corresponding number of the colour on the
canvas. Let your creativity flow! 

Price: € 28.46 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Sunday 31 January, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Paint by Numbers

Wolf (polygonal style)
da: Wizardi

Modello: KITART-P004

The kit contains stretched canvas on the wooden
panel with numbered segments, acrylic paint, set
of brishes, control sheet and instruction in 9
languages. Colours 24
Size: 40 cm x 50 cm.

The particular attention to detail and the easiness
of this painting technique ensure brilliant results to
anyone! 
Painting by numbers is an exciting new hobby,
which makes you become an artist without any
experience. You just need to take the paint and
find the corresponding number of the colour on the
canvas. Let your creativity flow! 

Price: € 28.46 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 31 January, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Paint by Numbers

Flamingo (polygonal style)
da: Wizardi

Modello: KITART-P005

The kit contains stretched canvas on the wooden
panel with numbered segments, acrylic paint, set
of brishes, control sheet and instruction in 9
languages. Colours 24
Size: 40 cm x 50 cm.

The particular attention to detail and the easiness
of this painting technique ensure brilliant results to
anyone! 
Painting by numbers is an exciting new hobby,
which makes you become an artist without any
experience. You just need to take the paint and
find the corresponding number of the colour on the
canvas. Let your creativity flow! 

Price: € 28.46 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 27 January, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Paint by Numbers

Aromas of Christmas
da: Wizardi

Modello: KITART-L044

The kit contains stretched canvas on the wooden
panel with numbered segments, acrylic paint, set
of brishes, control sheet and instruction in 9
languages. Colours 24
Size: 40 cm x 50 cm.

The particular attention to detail and the easiness
of this painting technique ensure brilliant results to
anyone! 
Painting by numbers is an exciting new hobby,
which makes you become an artist without any
experience. You just need to take the paint and
find the corresponding number of the colour on the
canvas. Let your creativity flow! 

Price: € 28.46 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 31 January, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Paint by Numbers

Art Dream
da: Wizardi

Modello: KITART-J038

The kit contains stretched canvas on the wooden
panel with numbered segments, acrylic paint, set
of brishes, control sheet and instruction in 9
languages. Colours 24
Size: 40 cm x 50 cm.

The particular attention to detail and the easiness
of this painting technique ensure brilliant results to
anyone! 
Painting by numbers is an exciting new hobby,
which makes you become an artist without any
experience. You just need to take the paint and
find the corresponding number of the colour on the
canvas. Let your creativity flow! 

Price: € 28.46 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 31 January, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Paint by Numbers

Harmony of Comfort
da: Wizardi

Modello: KITART-J040

The kit contains stretched canvas on the wooden
panel with numbered segments, acrylic paint, set
of brishes, control sheet and instruction in 9
languages. Colours 24
Size: 40 cm x 50 cm.

The particular attention to detail and the easiness
of this painting technique ensure brilliant results to
anyone! 
Painting by numbers is an exciting new hobby,
which makes you become an artist without any
experience. You just need to take the paint and
find the corresponding number of the colour on the
canvas. Let your creativity flow! 

Price: € 28.46 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 31 January, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Paint by Numbers

Juicy Watermelon
da: Wizardi

Modello: KITART-R021

The kit contains stretched canvas on the wooden
panel with numbered segments, acrylic paint, set
of brishes, control sheet and instruction in 9
languages. Colours 24
Size: 40 cm x 50 cm.

The particular attention to detail and the easiness
of this painting technique ensure brilliant results to
anyone! 
Painting by numbers is an exciting new hobby,
which makes you become an artist without any
experience. You just need to take the paint and
find the corresponding number of the colour on the
canvas. Let your creativity flow! 

Price: € 28.46 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 31 January, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Paint by Numbers

Tiger Grin
da: Wizardi

Modello: KITART-H136

The kit contains stretched canvas on the wooden
panel with numbered segments, acrylic paint, set
of brishes, control sheet and instruction in 9
languages. Colours 24
Size: 40 cm x 50 cm.

The particular attention to detail and the easiness
of this painting technique ensure brilliant results to
anyone! 
Painting by numbers is an exciting new hobby,
which makes you become an artist without any
experience. You just need to take the paint and
find the corresponding number of the colour on the
canvas. Let your creativity flow! 

Price: € 28.46 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Sunday 31 January, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Paint by Numbers

Colored Leopard
da: Wizardi

Modello: KITART-H141

The kit contains stretched canvas on the wooden
panel with numbered segments, acrylic paint, set
of brishes, control sheet and instruction in 9
languages. Colours 24
Size: 40 cm x 50 cm.

The particular attention to detail and the easiness
of this painting technique ensure brilliant results to
anyone! 
Painting by numbers is an exciting new hobby,
which makes you become an artist without any
experience. You just need to take the paint and
find the corresponding number of the colour on the
canvas. Let your creativity flow! 

Price: € 28.46 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Sunday 31 January, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Paint by Numbers

Lioness on the Hunt
da: Wizardi

Modello: KITART-F013

The kit contains stretched canvas on the wooden
panel with numbered segments, acrylic paint, set
of brishes, control sheet and instruction in 9
languages. Colours 24
Size: 40 cm x 50 cm.

The particular attention to detail and the easiness
of this painting technique ensure brilliant results to
anyone! 
Painting by numbers is an exciting new hobby,
which makes you become an artist without any
experience. You just need to take the paint and
find the corresponding number of the colour on the
canvas. Let your creativity flow! 

Price: € 28.46 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Friday 05 February, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Paint by Numbers

Retro Beetle
da: Wizardi

Modello: KITART-E011

The kit contains stretched canvas on the wooden
panel with numbered segments, acrylic paint, set
of brishes, control sheet and instruction in 9
languages. Colours 24
Size: 40 cm x 50 cm.

The particular attention to detail and the easiness
of this painting technique ensure brilliant results to
anyone! 
Painting by numbers is an exciting new hobby,
which makes you become an artist without any
experience. You just need to take the paint and
find the corresponding number of the colour on the
canvas. Let your creativity flow! 

Price: € 28.46 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Friday 05 February, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Paint by Numbers

King of Beasts
da: Wizardi

Modello: KITART-F009

The kit contains stretched canvas on the wooden
panel with numbered segments, acrylic paint, set
of brishes, control sheet and instruction in 9
languages. Colours 24
Size: 40 cm x 50 cm.

The particular attention to detail and the easiness
of this painting technique ensure brilliant results to
anyone! 
Painting by numbers is an exciting new hobby,
which makes you become an artist without any
experience. You just need to take the paint and
find the corresponding number of the colour on the
canvas. Let your creativity flow! 

Price: € 28.46 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Friday 05 February, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Paint by Numbers

Curious Giraffe
da: Wizardi

Modello: KITART-F010

The kit contains stretched canvas on the wooden
panel with numbered segments, acrylic paint, set
of brishes, control sheet and instruction in 9
languages. Colours 24
Size: 40 cm x 50 cm.

The particular attention to detail and the easiness
of this painting technique ensure brilliant results to
anyone! 
Painting by numbers is an exciting new hobby,
which makes you become an artist without any
experience. You just need to take the paint and
find the corresponding number of the colour on the
canvas. Let your creativity flow! 

Price: € 28.46 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Friday 05 February, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Paint by Numbers

Blue Eyed Leopard
da: Wizardi

Modello: KITART-F012

The kit contains stretched canvas on the wooden
panel with numbered segments, acrylic paint, set
of brishes, control sheet and instruction in 9
languages. Colours 24
Size: 40 cm x 50 cm.

The particular attention to detail and the easiness
of this painting technique ensure brilliant results to
anyone! 
Painting by numbers is an exciting new hobby,
which makes you become an artist without any
experience. You just need to take the paint and
find the corresponding number of the colour on the
canvas. Let your creativity flow! 

Price: € 28.46 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Thursday 11 February, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Paint by Numbers

Morning in the Autumn Forest
da: Wizardi

Modello: KITART-A140

The kit contains stretched canvas on the wooden
panel with numbered segments, acrylic paint, set
of brishes, control sheet and instruction in 9
languages. Colours 24
Size: 40 cm x 50 cm.

The particular attention to detail and the easiness
of this painting technique ensure brilliant results to
anyone! 
Painting by numbers is an exciting new hobby,
which makes you become an artist without any
experience. You just need to take the paint and
find the corresponding number of the colour on the
canvas. Let your creativity flow! 

Price: € 28.46 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Thursday 11 February, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Paint by Numbers

European Still Life
da: Wizardi

Modello: KITART-B123

The kit contains stretched canvas on the wooden
panel with numbered segments, acrylic paint, set
of brishes, control sheet and instruction in 9
languages. Colours 24
Size: 40 cm x 50 cm.

The particular attention to detail and the easiness
of this painting technique ensure brilliant results to
anyone! 
Painting by numbers is an exciting new hobby,
which makes you become an artist without any
experience. You just need to take the paint and
find the corresponding number of the colour on the
canvas. Let your creativity flow! 

Price: € 28.46 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Thursday 11 February, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Paint by Numbers

Venice
da: Wizardi

Modello: KITART-A141

The kit contains stretched canvas on the wooden
panel with numbered segments, acrylic paint, set
of brishes, control sheet and instruction in 9
languages. Colours 24
Size: 40 cm x 50 cm.

The particular attention to detail and the easiness
of this painting technique ensure brilliant results to
anyone! 
Painting by numbers is an exciting new hobby,
which makes you become an artist without any
experience. You just need to take the paint and
find the corresponding number of the colour on the
canvas. Let your creativity flow! 

Price: € 28.46 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Thursday 11 February, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Paint by Numbers

Kamchatka Land
da: Wizardi

Modello: KITART-A133

The kit contains stretched canvas on the wooden
panel with numbered segments, acrylic paint, set
of brishes, control sheet and instruction in 9
languages. Colours 24
Size: 40 cm x 50 cm.

The particular attention to detail and the easiness
of this painting technique ensure brilliant results to
anyone! 
Painting by numbers is an exciting new hobby,
which makes you become an artist without any
experience. You just need to take the paint and
find the corresponding number of the colour on the
canvas. Let your creativity flow! 

Price: € 28.46 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Thursday 11 February, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Paint by Numbers

Forest Stream
da: Wizardi

Modello: KITART-A138

The kit contains stretched canvas on the wooden
panel with numbered segments, acrylic paint, set
of brishes, control sheet and instruction in 9
languages. Colours 24
Size: 40 cm x 50 cm.

The particular attention to detail and the easiness
of this painting technique ensure brilliant results to
anyone! 
Painting by numbers is an exciting new hobby,
which makes you become an artist without any
experience. You just need to take the paint and
find the corresponding number of the colour on the
canvas. Let your creativity flow! 

Price: € 28.46 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Thursday 11 February, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Paint by Numbers

House in the Hills
da: Wizardi

Modello: KITART-A139

The kit contains stretched canvas on the wooden
panel with numbered segments, acrylic paint, set
of brishes, control sheet and instruction in 9
languages. Colours 24
Size: 40 cm x 50 cm.

The particular attention to detail and the easiness
of this painting technique ensure brilliant results to
anyone! 
Painting by numbers is an exciting new hobby,
which makes you become an artist without any
experience. You just need to take the paint and
find the corresponding number of the colour on the
canvas. Let your creativity flow! 

Price: € 28.46 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Thursday 11 February, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Paint by Numbers

Oriental Expanses
da: Wizardi

Modello: KITART-A137

The kit contains stretched canvas on the wooden
panel with numbered segments, acrylic paint, set
of brishes, control sheet and instruction in 9
languages. Colours 24
Size: 40 cm x 50 cm.

The particular attention to detail and the easiness
of this painting technique ensure brilliant results to
anyone! 
Painting by numbers is an exciting new hobby,
which makes you become an artist without any
experience. You just need to take the paint and
find the corresponding number of the colour on the
canvas. Let your creativity flow! 

Price: € 28.46 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Thursday 11 February, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Paint by Numbers

Road to the Sea
da: Wizardi

Modello: KITART-A136

The kit contains stretched canvas on the wooden
panel with numbered segments, acrylic paint, set
of brishes, control sheet and instruction in 9
languages. Colours 24
Size: 40 cm x 50 cm.

The particular attention to detail and the easiness
of this painting technique ensure brilliant results to
anyone! 
Painting by numbers is an exciting new hobby,
which makes you become an artist without any
experience. You just need to take the paint and
find the corresponding number of the colour on the
canvas. Let your creativity flow! 

Price: € 28.46 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Thursday 07 October, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Paint by Numbers

Paradise Gardens
da: Wizardi

Modello: KITART-A117

The kit contains stretched canvas on the wooden
panel with numbered segments, acrylic paint, set
of brishes, control sheet and instruction in 9
languages. Colours 24
Size: 40 cm x 50 cm.

The particular attention to detail and the easiness
of this painting technique ensure brilliant results to
anyone! 
Painting by numbers is an exciting new hobby,
which makes you become an artist without any
experience. You just need to take the paint and
find the corresponding number of the colour on the
canvas. Let your creativity flow! 

Price: € 26.97 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Thursday 07 October, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Paint by Numbers

Coastal Town
da: Wizardi

Modello: KITART-A084

The kit contains stretched canvas on the wooden
panel with numbered segments, acrylic paint, set
of brishes, control sheet and instruction in 9
languages. Colours 24
Size: 40 cm x 50 cm.

The particular attention to detail and the easiness
of this painting technique ensure brilliant results to
anyone! 
Painting by numbers is an exciting new hobby,
which makes you become an artist without any
experience. You just need to take the paint and
find the corresponding number of the colour on the
canvas. Let your creativity flow! 

Price: € 26.97 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Thursday 07 October, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Paint by Numbers

Forest Hut
da: Wizardi

Modello: KITART-H116

The kit contains stretched canvas on the wooden
panel with numbered segments, acrylic paint, set
of brishes, control sheet and instruction in 9
languages. Colours 24
Size: 40 cm x 50 cm.

The particular attention to detail and the easiness
of this painting technique ensure brilliant results to
anyone! 
Painting by numbers is an exciting new hobby,
which makes you become an artist without any
experience. You just need to take the paint and
find the corresponding number of the colour on the
canvas. Let your creativity flow! 

Price: € 26.97 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Thursday 07 October, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Paint by Numbers

Flower Shop
da: Wizardi

Modello: KITART-C26

The kit contains stretched canvas on the wooden
panel with numbered segments, acrylic paint, set
of brishes, control sheet and instruction in 9
languages. Colours 24
Size: 40 cm x 50 cm.

The particular attention to detail and the easiness
of this painting technique ensure brilliant results to
anyone! 
Painting by numbers is an exciting new hobby,
which makes you become an artist without any
experience. You just need to take the paint and
find the corresponding number of the colour on the
canvas. Let your creativity flow! 

Price: € 26.97 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Saturday 07 May, 2022

Kits - Craft Kits - Paint by Numbers

Sicily
da: Wizardi

Modello: KITART-A082

The kit contains stretched canvas on the wooden
panel with numbered segments, acrylic paint, set
of brishes, control sheet and instruction in 9
languages. Colours 24
Size: 40 cm x 50 cm.

The particular attention to detail and the easiness
of this painting technique ensure brilliant results to
anyone! 
Painting by numbers is an exciting new hobby,
which makes you become an artist without any
experience. You just need to take the paint and
find the corresponding number of the colour on the
canvas. Let your creativity flow! 

Price: € 26.97 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Saturday 07 May, 2022

Kits - Craft Kits - Paint by Numbers

Summer Clouds
da: Wizardi

Modello: KITART-A075

The kit contains stretched canvas on the wooden
panel with numbered segments, acrylic paint, set
of brishes, control sheet and instruction in 9
languages. Colours 24
Size: 40 cm x 50 cm.

The particular attention to detail and the easiness
of this painting technique ensure brilliant results to
anyone! 
Painting by numbers is an exciting new hobby,
which makes you become an artist without any
experience. You just need to take the paint and
find the corresponding number of the colour on the
canvas. Let your creativity flow! 

Price: € 26.97 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Saturday 07 May, 2022

Kits - Craft Kits - Paint by Numbers

Charming Eyes
da: Wizardi

Modello: KITART-H128

The kit contains stretched canvas on the wooden
panel with numbered segments, acrylic paint, set
of brishes, control sheet and instruction in 9
languages. Colours 24
Size: 40 cm x 50 cm.

The particular attention to detail and the easiness
of this painting technique ensure brilliant results to
anyone! 
Painting by numbers is an exciting new hobby,
which makes you become an artist without any
experience. You just need to take the paint and
find the corresponding number of the colour on the
canvas. Let your creativity flow! 

Price: € 26.97 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Saturday 07 May, 2022

Kits - Craft Kits - Paint by Numbers

Master of the Jungle
da: Wizardi

Modello: KITART-H130

The kit contains stretched canvas on the wooden
panel with numbered segments, acrylic paint, set
of brishes, control sheet and instruction in 9
languages. Colours 24
Size: 40 cm x 50 cm.

The particular attention to detail and the easiness
of this painting technique ensure brilliant results to
anyone! 
Painting by numbers is an exciting new hobby,
which makes you become an artist without any
experience. You just need to take the paint and
find the corresponding number of the colour on the
canvas. Let your creativity flow! 

Price: € 26.97 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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